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Rdkumi. Nons presentons dans ce papier une nouvelle formulation de la r&olution en termes de 
calcul relationnel. La m&hode que nous presentons compile un programme logique avec termes 
fonctionnels en un programme relationnel. Ce programme peut Gtre a son tour &alue efficacement 
en chainage avant. Tout d’abord, nous donnons une nouvelle d%nition des modes d’instanciation. 
Puis, nous proposons pin algorithme a- -G transformation dont nous prouvons la completude et la 
validit& EnIin, apri% une ouverture vers certaines optimisations, nous dannons une version r&i&e 
de I’algorithme. 
Abstract. This paper deals with a new formulation of logic resolution in terms of relational 
calculus. The proposed method compiles a logic program with functions into a relational program. 
Then, this transformed program can be efficiently processed in forward chaining. A new definition 
of extended instantiation modes is first given. Then, we propose an algorithm of the transformation 
and prove soundness and completeness. A discussion on optimizations leads finally to a new 
formulation of the algorithm. 
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s work aims at the definition of a new g method for logic 
wi ut negation. Classical compilation me1 use the depth-first 
search strategy with a backtracking mechanism. Such strategies allow efficient 
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implementation techniques but often lead to undesirable behaviour (e.g. looping) 
[ 13,121. Our purpose has been to find a compilation method which could allow 
efficient implementation and avoid redundancy and looping when possible. 
An interesting framework for improving such techniques is Datalog (Prolog 
L\rithout function symbols). In this case, the least model is finite and loops are all 
undesirable. Datalog has been the subject of numerous papers, particularly in the 
domain of deductive databases [9,20,18,3]. Several soIutions have been proposed 
[ 11,22,17,8,4,15], but only the last two solutions give a complete compilation 
scheme [6]. In both papers, the principle of the compilation consists of handling 
goals as logic facts (magic sets in [4], problems in [IS]). 
Extending such techniques to Horn clauses with function symbols requires a more 
precise way of representing the instantiation (input/output) modes of goals [24,14]. 
A first proposal has been given in [12] where the depth of “signatures” (modes) is 
uniformly bounded. A similar system has been proposed in [23] for extending 
“masks” to functional terms. In both methods, termination prevails over complete- 
ness. The extended Alexander method proposes a new definition of signatures which 
is more compatible with compilation techniques and allows deep instanciations at 
run time. 
This method is sound and complete but we do not ensure termination of the 
compilation algorithm. If termination was required, we should bound the depth of 
particular signatures at compile time. As a matter of fact, this limitation would be 
less restrictive than uniform bounding. 
Notations 
We refer to [13] for classical conventions and notation. Thus, we denote by t0 
the application of substitution 0 on term t. 
Van Emden and Kowalski proposed a fixed-point method for studying logic 
programs without negation [Zl]; all demonstrations use their closure operator to 
characterize least models (see Appendix A. 1). 
We need the concept of a signature in the sequel. A signature is an artifice to 
describe in a functional way, instantiation of free variables occurring in a goal 
during the resolution of this goal. For instance, a goal “p(a, X)?” can be seen as 
a multivalued function which returns all instances of variable X such that p(a, X) 
is true. 
e. program: 
gr_ father(X, Z):-father(X, Y), mother( Y, 2). (1) 
mother( belr,; andrew). (2) 
father(charles, betty). (3) 
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gr_father(X, andrew)? 
The processing of the query can be seen as a functional program GF({andrew}) =
F( M( { andrew})), where 
F: A+B={ylfather(y,x)&xEA}, 
M: A+ B={ylmother(y,x) & xEAj, 
GF: A + B = { y 1 gr-father( y, x) & x E A}. 
Execution gives: 
M ({ andrew}) = { betty}, F(( betty}) = {Charles} and GF({ andrew)) = {Charles}. 
Signatures give a frame which allows the functional evaluation to be expressed 
in terms of relational calculus. The “call” to a function § will be denoted by the 
creation of facts “pb_S” (problems); the “return” by the creation of facts “so1_S” 
(solutions). 
2.1. Example (continued). The query consists of creating the fact pb_GF( andrew). 
The axioms are processed into the relational rules: 
GF: pb-GF(X)=Spb-M(X), 
sol_M(Z)+pb_F(Z), 
sol_F( Y)=3sol_GF( Y). 
F: pb_M(andrew)3sol_M(betty), 
pb_F(betty)+sol_F(charles). 
The evaluation of the query consists of processing this relational program in forward 
chaining. 
2.2. Example. Let us consider another simple program 
parents(X, Y, Z):-father( X, Y), mother(X, Z), 
father(andrew, boris), 
mother(andrew, betty). 
and a query to this program: parents(andrew, Y Z)? Our method would produce 
the relational translation of the function P: 
(1) pb-P(X)*pb-F(X), 
(2) sol_F( Y)=Spb_M(X), 
(3) sol_M(Z)+sol_P( y, 2). 
Unfortunately, this program is not correct because there is no binding between some 
variables (e.g. X in (1) and (2)). How to solve this problem? The correct ranslation 
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has to give as many arguments to the soLpredicates (for instance “sol, P”) as in 
the original predicates (for instance “parents”) and to repeat solved 
the next clauses in order to memorize contexts of calls. For instance, our translation 
would produce: 
pb-P(X)+pb_F(X), 
pb_P(X), sol_F(X, Y)=Spb_M(X), 
pb_P(X), sol_F(X, Y), sol-M(X, Z)=ssol_P(X, y, 2). 
3. About sigaatures 
3.1. Formal definition of signatures 
A signature of a predicate is defined by its name S, a term abst(S), two new 
predicate symbols: pb_S and sol,S, and a projection operator VS. A signature S 
characterizes all atomic goals unifiable with abst( S) and with the same input/output 
mode as described in name of S. 
The principle consists, as in classical modes [24,14], of dividing constant and 
variable symbols of an atomic goal p into two classes: the input and output symbols. 
Then, the name of the signature S associated with it is obtained by replacing 
occurrences of the jth input symbol in goal p by occurrences of symbol “i,.” and 
occurrences of jth output symbol in p by occurrences of symbol “oj”. 
We define abst(S) as the most general litteral unifiable with goals cf 3gnature 
S: if a goal p has a signature S, then there exists a substitution 9 XC& that 
p = abst(S)B. It is obtained by replacing occurrences of each symbC i_~m $ by 
occurrences of a new variable symbol. 
VS is defined as the projection operator which applied to an n_tuple ret~rsl~s the 
tuple containing those arguments aid to be input arguments in 3’. 
The arity of the predicate sol-S is the same as arity of p. 
The arity of the predicate pb-S is equal to the number of distinct iui>ip: sywhok 
in S. 
goal: p(f(a, g(B)), g(f(B, g(a)))) w h ere a is known and Is unknop,:n. 
The associated signature has 
name: s= P(fG* 9 gh)), g(f(o,, gWN), 
aWS) = P(fK td m g(f( u, g(X)))), 
arity of pb_S is 1 and arity of sol-S is 2. 
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3 2. rnuW u-- signatures are built 
In the sequel, signatures are built in the following way. 
e signature Q associated with a goal “q(x,, . . . , x,,)?” is defined hereafter 
as 
each constant in q is said to be an input symbol, 
each variable in q is said to be an output symbol. 
(ii) Let C:(lh,,..., Z/r,, =+lc) be a clause concluding on a litteral lc and SC a 
signature of lc. If there exists a most general unifier 8 of abst( Sc) ant Ic, we can 
associate a signature Sh, with each literal lhi n hypotheses of C. We divide arguments 
of (l&9) into two classes: the input arguments and the output arguments, so that: 
a constant is an input argument; 
@ a variable occurring in a precedent (left) litteral in C8 is an input argument; 
0 a variable occurring in lct3 and said to be an input argument in signature SC is 
an input argument in signature Shi ; 
@ other arguments are output arguments. 
Example. q([X 1 Y]):-p(X, Z), r( Y, 2) and goal q([l 1 Xl)? The signature of the 
goal is q([ i, 1 o,]) and it produces the signatures p( i, , 0,) and r( ot , i,). 
4, . Algorithm of the Akxcinder transformation 
it 
Let q be an atomic query to z program P, we propose an algorithm to transform 
into a relational program. 
P’ denotes in the seqt;el the set of relational rules obtained by the Alexander 
method, CAND the set of couples (C, S) where clause C is said to be candidate 
with signature S, OLD ih: set. of couples of CAND yet treated. 
Initialization: We associate with q a signature S where constants are represented 
as input arguments and variables as output arguments. 
P’ = {pb_S(consaam)} 
CAND-((C S,) 1 head of clause C has same predicate name as q} 
OLD = fl. 
Body : 
e (CANDY OLD) 
Extraction of a couple 
OLD receives (C, S) 
there exists a mgu u of abst(S) and head of clause C 
it clause (C : k(t).) 
_S( 7rS. tu)*sd_S( tn)* 
Ih,(t,),. . ., Ih,(tpJ.) 
{ P’ receives following rules: 
pb,s(~s*tcr)=spb,s~(rrs~ Jp). 
pb,_S(wSm), sol,S1(t,~S~pb,s~(~s~.t~Q). 
l . 
,*b-S(?d.m=), sol_s,( t& ). w * , sor,s,(t~~)~sor,s(t,) 
(where Si NC signatures associated with IIri explained above). 
clause v&use conclusion uses a predicate becomes acandidate with signature 
Si. 
3)) ez3& 
Notice tl& all rules generated at same time in 
This will be important for later demonstrations. 
P’ use the same variable symbols. 
5. About termination, soundaress completeness 
5.1. Termination of e Alexander transformation 
If there are no function symbols in the program, the Alexander transformation 
always terminates. 1 e general case, laopin is pnssible but rare. There exists a 
particular case dbr termination is ensured: when all rules are non-decreasing 
th-order on terms. 
In the sequel, we only consider programs for which the Alexander transformation 
terminates. 
In Datalog programs, only a finite number of facts can be generated by saturation, 
since Herbrand base is finite. Hence, saturation always terminates. In the general 
s can occur when the number of relevant heorems is not finite. 
5.3. Soundness of lexander transformation 
Let P be a program, 4 a query to this program (with signature S), 
will show th 
(least model of P). 
esrem. For each instance pb_ 
t ground instance sol_A( u) 
’ such that a(u) the ists 
The proof is given in Appendix A.3. 
6.1. Motivation on several exanzples 
6.1.1. Extensive predicates 
Suppose that the program is 
a(X):-p(X) 
P(3) 
and a query a(3)?. Alexander will produce the following rules: 
@-A(3), 
pb_A(X)=Jpb_P(X), 
sol_P(X)*sol_A(X), 
pb_P(3)*sol_P(3). 
One can easily notice that it is no use creating facts pb_P and SOL. 
since all tuples of p are present in the program. An optimization consi 
the following rules: 
pb-A(3), 
pb-A(X), p(X)+sol_A(X), 
P(3). 
6.1.2. CGn text representation 
e showed in Section 3 that contexts of calls to sig~at~re§ 
h theses of the created rules. For instance, in the father- 
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(Example 2.2), the rules to be produced were 
(1) pb-P(X)*pb_F(X); 
(2) pb-P(X), sol-F(X, Y)+pb_M(X); 
(3) pb-P(X), sol_F(X, Y), sol-M(X, Z)*sol-P(X, Y, 2). 
An optimization consists of avoiding repetition of join “pb, P( X), sol, F( X, Y)” in 
(3). Therefore, we can introduce a new predicate “con?” [ 161 which has to transmit 
context information between rules (2) and (3). The rules to be produced are now 
(1’) pb-P(X)=Spb_F(X); 
(2’) pb_P(X), sol._F(X, Y)+pb_M(X), cont(X, Y); 
(3’) cont(X, Y), sol_IW(X, Z)=Ssol_P(X, Y, 2). 
Note: Beeti introduced a quite similar notion (“supermagic”) in [5]. 
6.1.3. &-ordering hypotheses 
Let us consider the famous ancestor example. 
Example 
(1) ancestor( X, Y):-father( X, Y); 
(2) ancestor(X, Y):-father(X, Z), ancestor(Z, Y). 
and the query ancestor(X, elizabeth)? 
Since only the second argument of ancestor is known, it is inefficient to respect 
the order of the hypotheses in (2). One would rather re-organize (2) into (2’) before 
Alexander transformation: 
(2’) ancestor(X, Z):-ancestor( Y, Z), father(X, Y). 
6.2. Formulation of the optimized algorithm 
6.2.1. Notion of block 
We use in the sequel the concept of block-splitting, in order to have a specific 
treatment for extensive predicates. A rule (p, , . . . , p,, +q) can be written as 
where pO are non-extensive predicates, and Bj are blocks, i.e. conjunctions of zero 
or more contiguous litterals on extensive predicates. 
e. If “son” and “daughter” are extensive predicates, the rule 
son( Y, X ), ancestor( Z), daughter( T, Z), son( U, T)*ancestor (X, U) 
can be split into PiI = ancestor( Y, Z), B. = son( Y, X) and B, = daughter( T, Z), 
son( U, T). 
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6.2.2. The “ re-order” procedure 
Efficiency of processing is highly dependent on the re-ordering strategy. The 
principle of such an optimization consists of focussing as much as possible, i.e. 
propagating information. It seems to us that this problem has no theoretical solution 
in the general case; hence; only “good” heuristics can be found. Related work is 
copious in the literature [ l&7,227 and we did not adopt an original strategy: we 
just chose most instantiated literals first (i.e., with highest ratio of number of input 
arguments to total number of arguments). 
6.2.3. Body of Alexander algorithm 
Initialization: We associate with q a signature S where constants are represented 
as input arguments and variables as output arguments. 
P’ = { pb_S(constants)} 
CAND = {(C, Sj 1 head of clause C has same predicate name as q) 
Body: 
while (CAND # OLDj 1 
Extraction of a couple (C, S) out of (CAND/ OLD) 
OLD receives (C, S) 
if there exists a mgu CT of abst(S) and head of clause C 
{ C’ = Re-order( C, S) 
if hypotheses of C’ are all extensive (C’ : B* Zc( t).) 
P’ receives: pb_S(vrS.ta), B+sol_S( to). 
else (C’: B,, lh,(t,), B,, . . ., lh,(t,), B”+lc(i).) 
{ P’ receives following rules: 
pb_S(?rS.tcr), BO+pb_Sl(?rS1.t,a), cont,(tc,a). 
cont,( tcg), sol_S,( t,o), B,+pb-S2( &.tZu), con&( tc20). 
OLD = 0. 
. . 
con&( tc,,cr), sol-$,( t,,o), B,,asol_S(to). 
(where Si are signatures associated with lhi as explained above). 
Each clause whose conclusion uses a predicate lhi becomes acandidate with signature 
Si* 
More details about context: 
cant,, con&, . . . , cant,, are new predicate symbols 
for each i in (1,. . . , n}, tci is the tuple containing arguments whit 
expressions 
U%,h.==, Bi_1) and (Bi,. . ., lh,, B,,+lc(t)). 
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unning on several examples 
7.1. The append program 
program: 
aPPend(l: 3, x Xl 
append([Al X], Y, [AlZ]):-append(X, Y, 2). 
query 1: 
known(L), append(X, Y, L)? 
relational program: 
know(L)apb-A( L) where A = append(o,, 02, i,) 
pb_A(L)*sol_A([ 1, L, L) 
P~-A(CAI~)=SP~-~~) 
pb_A([AIZ]), sol_A(X, y, Z)+sol-A([Al X], y, [AIZ]). 
query 2: 
), Qppend(CAl, WI, CBIXIP 
relational program: 
known(A, B)*pb-Al(A, B) where Al = append([i,], [i2], [i2( o,]) 
pb_Al(A, A)+pb-AZ(A) where A2 = append ([ 1, [ iJ, ol) 
pb-AUA, A), sol-A2(C I, M, X)*~~~-A1(I1Al, IAl, [AI Xl) 
pb-A2(A)+sol-AZ([ 1, [A], [A]). 
7.2. ITae naive-reverse 
program : 
nrev([A 1 X], Y): -nrev(X, Z), append(Z, [A], Y) 
nrev(C I, [ IL 
query 1: 
known(L), nrev( L, M)? 
relational program: 
known(L)*pb-N(L) where N = nrev(i,, 0,) 
pb-N([AI Xl)*pb-N(X) 
I X]), sol-N(X, Z)+pb_A(Z, A), cont(A, X, Z) 
, cont(A, X, Z)+soLN([A~ X], Y) 
pb-A([X 1 Y], A)+pb-A( Y, A) 
pb_A([X 1 Y], A), sol_A( y, [A], Z)*sol_A([X 1 Y], [A], Z). 
query 2: 
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known(L)*pb_N(L) where N =nrev(o,, i,) 
pot_ N( L)+pb_A( L) where A = append (0,. [ 0~1, i,) 
pb_N(L), sol_A(X, [A], L)*pb_N(X), cont(L, X, A) 
sol_N( Y, X), cont(L, X, A)*sof_N([A( Y], t) 
pb-.AWW*sol-NC I, [Al, Ml) 
pb-A([A IZl)*pb-AW) 
pb-NA Izl), sol-AW, 1 Yl, Z)*sol-A(CA IXl, C Yl, I3 Izl). 
8. Conclusion 
We proposed in this paper a method for compiling any logic program with function 
symbols into a relational program which can be processed in forward chaining. If 
the range-restriction hypothesis is supposed (all variables in the conclusion of a 
rule must occur in its hypotheses), one can use pattern-matching instead of 
unification during the processing of the relational program. We proved correctness 
and completeness of the method and then discussed optimizations. 
e 
e 
Several problems remain partially (9) or incompletely (**) solved: 
more efficient focussing by reordering hypotheses in the clauses (*); 
better characterization of programs for which the compilation always terminates 
(*); 
introduction of types within signatures (as a properly defined control mechanism) 
(**)- 
Appendix A 
A.1. Note on jixed-points operators Cfvom [l]) 
For a program P, Tp maps interpretations of P into interpretations of P and is 
defined as follows: Q E T,(1) iff there exists an axiom in P : ( bl , . . . , 6, ac) (n can 
be null) and a substitution 8 such that 
c0=a and VibiOEI. 
Least model P exists and can be processed by 
M = &+4(d) = u G(0). 
ncN 
Iam. our hypotheses, IL A = TF(f3) because of monotonirity of Tr. 
A.2. Proof of Theorem 5. I 
If we denote by Tp and Tpe the fixed-point operators of P and P’, the induction 
hypothesis at step m can be formulated as: 
(m): For each instance soZ_A( t) in Tp(fl), there exists an instance a(t) in M. 
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H(O) is immediate since 7$(O) = 0 
Now suppose H(m - I) for a positive integer m, what about H(m)? 
soZ_A( t) E TFI(0) means that there exists a clause (C : 6, , . . . , b, *sol-A) and a 
substitution 0 such that (sol-A ) = sol,A( t) and Vi (b&9) E TFF’(@). 
The proof branches on two cases. 
(i) Case 1: n = 1 (6, is pb_A). Then C has been produced out of a clause in 
P: “a(t)” and a mgu CT of abst(A) and a and thus 
a(d) = a(t) c M. 
(ii) Case 2: n > 1. The clause C is pb_A, sol-A,, . . . , sol_A,~sol_A and has 
been produced out of a clause in P: ( a:-a2,. . . , a,) with mgu Q together with clauses 
pb_A+pb-/n2 
pb_A, sol,Az,. . . , sol-A,-,*pb-A,. 
Since (pb_AB) and (sol-A,@) belong to T F;-‘(0), applying H( m - l), one obtains 
Viai(oB)E M. Hence, applying the rule (a2,. . . , a,,+a), one obtains a(&) E M 
since M is a model. Cl 
A.3. Proof of Theorem 5.2 
If we denote by Tp and Tpv the fixed-point operators of P and P’, the induction 
hypothesis can be formulated as: 
H(m): For all instances pb_A( wA.u) E M’, if a(u) E T;(0) then sol_A( u) E M’. 
Note: pb_A( ?rA.u) E M implies that 30, a@) = abst(A)a. 
H(O) is immediate. 
If H(m - 1) is t e for a positive m, Let pb_A( nA.u) E M’ such that a(u) E T:(O) 
and 30, a(u)o = abst(A)a. 
There exists an axiom C a( t):-al( tl), . . . , a,( t,,), and a substitution 8 such that 
Viai(titJ)E T:-‘(O) and a(@) = a(u). 
Case 1: n = 0 (C is a unit clause). abst( A) and a(t) are obviously unifiable (00 
is an unifier). Hence, the Alexander transformation has produced out of C and A 
the following axiom with a mgu o’ of abst( A) and a(t): 
c,:pb-A(?r.A.tu’)+sol_A(tu’). 
erwise, one can say 38’ em = de!. Since ’ is a model, applying 8’ to Co gives 
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Case 2: n > 0. abst(A) and a(t) are obviously unifiable (80 is an unifier). Hence, 
the Alexander transformation has produced out of C and A the following axioms 
with a mgu CT’ of abst(A) and a(t): 
C,,:pb_A(?rA.to’)+pb_A,(?rA,.t,o’) 
C,:pb_S(?rA.tu’), sol_A,(t,o’)3pb_A2(?TA*~t2~‘) 
C,:pb_A(?rA.ta’), sol_A,(t,d), . . . ,sol_A,(t,o’)=+sol_A(td) 
where Ai are signatures associated with ai. Otherwise, one can say 38’ 0a = a’@‘. 
Applying 8’ to Co, one concludes ihat pb-A,( ul) E M’. Since a,( u,) E T;-‘(0), one 
wants now to apply H( m - 1). The only condition to be satisfied is unifiability of 
abst(A,) and a,( tri). By construction of A,, there exists a substitution 0” such that 
u,( ~~a’) =abst(A&.f’. Then abst( A,)a”O’ = a,( u,). Hence, one proves that 
SOLA, E M’. 
Applying 8’ successively to C,, . . . , C’,+, , one concludes that Vi, SOZ_A,( Ui ) E M ‘. 
Lastly, applying 8’ to C, gives soZ_A( u) E M’. Cl 
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